
Advances in Applied Probability
The Editorial Board would like to encourage the submission to the Advances of review papers

summarising and coordinating recent results in any of the fields of applied probability.
In addition to these review papers, Advances is also designed to be a medium of publication for

(1) longer research papers in applied probability, which may include expository material,
(2) expository papers on branches of mathematics of interest to probabilists, (3) papers outlining
areas in the biological, physical, social and technological sciences in which probability models can
be usefully developed, (4) papers in applied probability presented at conferences which do not
publish their proceedings, and finally, (5) letters to the editor on any appropriate topic in applied
probability.

In short, the main function of Advances is to define areas of recent progress and potential
development in applied probability. As with the Journal ofApplied Probability, Advances under
takes to publish papers accepted by the Editors within 15 months of their submission; letters to the
editor will normally be published more rapidly.

Volume 21 No. 1 of Advances contains the following papers:

H. R. LERCHE AND D. SIEGMUND. Approximate exit probabilities for a Brownian bridge on a
short time interval, and applications
V. GIORNO, A. G. NOBILE, L. M. RICCIARDI AND S. SATO. On the evaluation offirst-passage
time probability densities via non-singular integral equations
J. M0LLER. Random tessellations in Rd

A. D. BARBOUR AND LARS HOLST. Some applications of the Stein-Chen method for proving
Poisson convergence
N. MAZARS. Pseudo-modular decompositions and 'refined bounds' for the interval reliability and
the availability for binary coherent systems
DAVID PERRY AND BENNY LEVIKSON. Continuous production/inventory model with analogy
to certain queueing and dam models
A. J. KONING. On single-lane roads
BHASKAR SENGUPTA. Markov processes whose steady state distribution is matrix-exponential
with an application to the GIIPHII queue
XI-REN CAO. Calculation of sensitivities of throughputs and realization probabilities in closed
queueing networks with finite buffer capacities
G. BRIERE AND M. L. CHAUDHRY. Computational analysis of single-server bulk-service queues,
MIGY/l

Subscription rates (per volume) for the Advances in 1989 are the same as for the Journal (see inside
back cover). A discount of 10% is allowed to subscribers who order current issues of both the
Journal and Advances at the same time direct from the Applied Probability Office. A detailed price
list for both current and back issues is available on request.

Cheques made out on U.S., U.K. and Australian banks will be acceptable: they should be made
payable to Applied Probability, and sent to:

Executive Editor, Applied Probability,
Department of Probability and Statistics,
The University, SheffieldS3 7RH, England.
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NOW AVAILABLE

A CELEBRATION OF APPLIED PROBABILITY
Journal of Applied Probability (JAP) Supplementary Volume 25A

This supplementary volume has recently been published to mark the twenty-fifth
anniversary of JAP, and contains material of interest to all those working in
probability and related fields. There are 27 contributions by former and present
editors of the Applied Probability journals, including articles on the history of the
subject and the development of the Applied Probability Trust, as well as technical
papers. The contents are in eight sections, as follows:

1. Some thoughts on applied probability
(J. Gani, D. G. Kendall, M. F. Neuts)

2. The first quarter-century of the Applied Probability Trust
(Mavis Hitchcock, Kathleen M. Lyle)

3. Stochastic models in biology and field trials
(M. S. Bartlett, Peter J. Brockwell, J. F. C. Kingman, Cedric A. B. Smith/Robert
Thomson)

4. Applied probability and quantum theory
(P. D. Finch, K. R. Parthasarathy, Geoffrey S. Watson)

5. Concepts of coincidence and convergence
(A. D. Barbour, S. Karlin, R. M. Loynes)

6. The analysis of stochastic phenomena
(N. H. Bingham, Ron Engelen/Paul Thommassen/Wim Vervaat, J. Keilson/
M. Zachman, N. U. Prabhu, R. L. Tweedie, P. Whittle)

7. Stationary processes and time series
(E. J. Hannan/ J. Rissanen, C. C. Heyde)

8. Random walks, graphs and networks
(J. W. Cohen, J. Gani, J. M. Hammersley, Lajos Takacs)

This book is attractively hardbound and contains nearly 400 pages. Its price is £25.00
(US$40.00; $A.58.00); orders may be placed now (remittances in favour of 'Applied
Probability', please) by writing to

Executive Editor,
Applied Probability,
Department of Probability and Statistics,
The University,
Sheffield S3 7RH,
England.
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THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENTIST (TMS)

In 1988 the Applied Probability Trust assumed responsibility for the publication ofTMS.
Its first twelve volumes were published in Australia by CSIRO and the Australian
Mathematical Society; starting with Volume 13 (1988) it became an Applied Probability
Trust publication administered and distributed from the Trust's headquarters in Sheffield.

TMS contains papers on a variety of mathematical topics for the general information and
enjoyment of mathematicians, statisticians and computer scientists; it also appeals to
workers in any other discipline lending itself to the application of mathematical methods.
The following papers will appear in Volume 14 Number 1, to be published in June 1989:

An undergraduate exercise in manipulation, by J. M. HAMMERSLEY
Expected time to failure of reliability systems, by LENNART RADE
From Poisson to compound Poisson approximation, by Y. H. WANG
A note on first passage times for Brownian motion, by W. F. SCOTT
Is p a prime number? Some probabilistic tests of primality,

by S. RAO JAMMALAMADAKA and V. R. R. UPPULURI
A bibliography of statistical bibliographies: a twenty-first list, by H. O. LANCASTER

Readers are encouraged to submit short papers, letters and problems concerned with the
theory and application of mathematics, statistics or computing. Material for publication
should be presented in a clear and simple style, suitable for an informed but non-specialist
mathematical audience, and may be sent to any member ofthe newly formed international
editorial board of TMS:

Editor-in-chief: J. Gani tUni uersity ofCalifornia, Santa Barbara)

Editors:
R. Anderssen (CSIRO, Canberra), Rosemary Bailey (Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden), J. Blake (University of Wollongong), Paul M. Cohn (University College
London), W. Forbes (University of Waterloo), John Gower (Rothamsted Experimental
Station, Harpenden), C. C. Heyde (Australian National University, Canberra), K.-H.
Hoffmann tUnioersitat Augsburg), A. Konheim (University ofCalifornia, Santa Barbara),
Hilary Ockendon (Mathematical Institute, Oxford), Basil Rennie (Burnside, S. Australia),
S. Resnick (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY), G.-C. Rota (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), and R. Stanton (University ofManitoba, Winnipeg).

Each volume consists of two issues distributed in June and December, totalling
approximately 128 pages. TMS is modestly priced at £7.00 (US$12.00; $A.16.00); please
make remittances payable to 'The Mathematical Scientist'. Orders and requests for further
information should be sent to

Executive Editor, Applied Probability,
Department of Probability and Statistics,
The University,
Sheffield S3 7RH,
England.
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Associate Edi tors:

U.N. Bhat , llall as, T X, USA
A.A. Borovkov, • ovesib irsk, USS R
O.J . Boxma, Amsterdam, T he Ne ther la nds
J .A. Buzacou, Waterloo, Ca na da
K.M. Chandy, Au stin, T X. USA
B.T. Doshi, Holmdel, NJ , US A
G. Fayo lle, Le C hesney, France
P. Franken, Berlin, GllR
E. Gelenhe, Paris, France
C. M. Harris, Fairfax, VA. US A

QUEUEING SYSTEMS
Theory and Applications. A new international journal devoted to the study of
Queuein g Systems occurring in science and technology. Editor-in-Chief: N.V.
Prabhu, 338 Upson Hall. Cornell University. Ithaca, NY 14853, USA

J. Hunter, Auckland, New Zealand
N. K. Jaiswal, New Delhi , India
T. Rolski, Wroclaw, Poland
M. Rubinovitch, Haifa, Israel
R. Schassberger, Berlin, ''''' .-German)'
R.r, Serfozo, Atlanta, GA, US A
S. Stid ha m, Jr., Raleil:h , N(;, USA
J.G .c. Templeton, Toronto, Ca nada
H. Takal:i, Tokyo, Japan
J. Walrdnd, Berkeley, CA. USA
W. Whilt, Murray Hill , NJ, USA

Aff ilia ted Publicatiun uf th e Operations Research Society of America.
ISSN 0257-0130

Conte nts of recent issues:

B. Gavish and V. Sumita
Analysis of channel and disk subsystems in
computer systems

L. l.iu, B.R.K. Kashyap and J.G.C Tem pleton
The service system M /M "/ 00 with impat ient
customers

P. Robert, I. Mitrani aid P.J.B. King D.A . Stanford, B. Pagurek and eM, Wo odside
An inrerminently served di screte time queue with The seri al correlation coefficients for waiting
appl ications to meteor scatter communications times in the stationary GI /M IIII queue

J. Loris-Teghem M.l. Jacob and T.P. Modhusoodanan
Vacation poli cie s in a n :\1/(1 /1 typ e queueing Transient soluti on for a finite capacity l\1/G,·h/l
system with finit e capacit y queueing system with vacations to the server

p.e Kiessler, B. Melamed, M, Yadin and V. Ananthuratn
R.D. Foley Probabilist ic proof of the interchangeabilit y of
Analysis o f a three node qu eueing network .1M/ I queues in series

J.-Y. Le Boudec
Steady-state probabilities of the PH /PHil queue

o./~ Sharma and B. Shobha
Tran sient behaviour of a double-channel
Markovian q ueue with limited waiting sp ace

7: A ltiok
Queues with group arri vals and exhaustive

. service discipline

A. Brandt
On sta t io na ry qu eu e len gth disrributions for
G/ M /s / r queues

l. i-F. Hsu and e s. Tapiero
Mainten ance of a n unrel iable MIG/I queue-l ike
job sho p

D. Jagerman
Approximation s fo r wa iting time in GIIG /I
syste ms

N.V. Prabhu
A bibliography of books and survey papers on
queueing system s: Theory and applications

T. lun g and l.G.e Templeton
A survey on retrial queues

J.G. Shanthikurnar and D.D luo
Comparing ordered-entry queues with
heterogeneous servers

I. Mitrani
Multiprocessor systems with reserves and
preferences

Subscr lprlun deta ils:
Vol. 4-5. 1989, $ 212.00 per vol . incl . postage.
Vols. 1-3, 1986-1988 , $ 229 .-10 per vol , incl.
postage.

Please req ues t a free specimen COP)

Hnw 10 order:
In the United States please send your order to: J .e. Balt zer AG, Scienti fic Publishing Co., P.O. Box
8577. Red Bank, NJ 07 701-8577.

From all ot he r co un tr les please send your order to:

1'\.. J.C. BALTZER AG, SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING COMPAN
"1:1 Wettsteinplatz 10, CH-4058 Basel, Switzerland
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription rates (post free) for the 1989 volume of the Journal are as follows:

Subscribers in North, Central and South America, and Australia:
US$141.00; $A192.00; £78.00 for libraries and institutions;
US$47.00; $A64.00; £26.00 for individuals belonging to a recognised scientific society.

All other subscribers:
£78.00 for libraries and institutions;
£26.00 for individuals belonging to a recognised scientific society.
Members of the London Mathematical Society should apply direct to the Secretary of the Society

for copies of the Journal.
All enquiries about the Journal, as well as other subscriptions, should be sent to the Executive

Editor, Miss M. Hitchcock, Department of Probability and Statistics. The University, Sheffield S3
7RH, England. The price of back numbers varies from volume to volume, and enquiries should be
sent to the Executive Editor. Cheques, money orders, etc. should be made out to Applied Probability;
cheques on U.S., U.K. and Australian banks will be acceptable.

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Papers published in the Journal are of two kinds:
(1) research papers not exceeding 20 printed pages;
(2) short communications of a few printed pages in the nature of notes or brief accounts ofwork in

progress.
Review papers, longer research papers and letters to the editor are published in Advances in Applied

Probability, a companion journal. (Note: Letters relating specifically to papers which have appeared
in the Journal ofApplied Probability will continue to appear in the Journal.)

The editors may publish accepted papers in either journal, according to the space available, in order
to meet the IS-month deadline in publication referred to below.

Submission of papers
It is a condition of publication in the Journal ofApplied Probability that papers shall not previously

have appeared elsewhere, and will not be reprinted without the written permission of the Trust. It is
the policy of the Journal not to accept for publication papers which cannot appear in print within 15
months of the date of receipt of the final version. Authors will receive 50 reprints of their papers free,
and joint authors a proportional share of this number. Additional reprints will be provided at cost.

Papers should be written in English or French; papers in other languages may be accepted by the
editors, but will appear (subject to the author's agreement) in English or French translation in the
Journal. Scripts should be typewritten, using double spacing, and at least one copy should be on one
side of the paper only. Each paper should be accompanied by

(i) a short abstract of approximately 4-10 lines giving a non-mathematical description of the
subject matter and results;

(ii) a list of keywords detailing the contents for the purpose of computerised information retrieval.
Authors are advised to consult The Author's Guide to the Applied Probability Journals when

preparing pape s for submission. A copy of this guide may be obtained on application to the Applied
Probability Office.

For efficiency in processing, authors are requested to send three copies of all submissions to the
Applied Proba ility Office in Sheffield, rather than to individual editors. Authors overseas are asked
to ensure that their submissions are sent by airmail. The Editor-in-Chief and the Applied Probability
Office are in regular contact and full details of all papers submitted are available to Professor Gani at
the University of California at Santa Barbara.

Copyright
The copyright of all published papers shall be vested in the Trust. When a paper is accepted for

publication, the Trust requests the author(s) to sign a form assigning copyright to the Trust. Failure to
do this promptly may delay or prevent publication.

Authorisation to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of
specific clients, is granted by the Applied Probability Trust for libraries and other users registered with
the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of
$00.50 per copy, plus .10 per page is paid directly to CCC, 27 Congress St., Salem, MA 01970, U.S.A.
0021-9002/89 $00.50+ .10.
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Volume 26 Number 1

Research Papers
V. G. GADAG AND M. B. RAJARSHI. Multitype branching processes based on exact progeny
lengths of particles in a Galton-Watson branching process

9 DONALD A. DAWSON AND KLAUS FLEISCHMANN. A stochastic explosive reaction system
with sampling

23 S. KALPAZIDOU. Representation of denumerable Markov chains with multiple states by weighted
circuits

36 GEORG LINDGREN. Slepian models for x2-processes with dependent components with appli-
cation to envelope upcrossings

50 Mi\RIO LEFEBVRE. Commande optimale du processus de Wiener
58 J. R. LESLIE. On the non-closure under convolution of the subexponential family
67 HOLGER DETTE AND NORBERT HENZE. The limit distribution of the largest nearest

neighbour link in the unit d-cube
81 PHILIP J. BOLAND, FRANK PROSCHAN AND Y. L. TONG. Modelling dependence in simple

and indirect majority systems
89 MASAAKI KIJIMA. Some results for repairable systems with general repair

103 LAJOS TAKACS. Ballots, queues and random graphs
113 NICO M. VAN DIJK. A proof of simple insensitive bounds for a pure overflow system
121 JAMES McKENNA. A generalization ofLittle's law to moments ofqueue lengths and waiting times

in closed, product-form queueing networks
134 PANTELIS TSOUCAS AND JEAN WALRAND. Monotonicity of throughput in non-Markovian

networks
142 S. D. SHARMA. On a non-Markovian time-dependent queueing system
152 BETSY S. GREENBERG. MIGII queueing systems with returning customers

Short Communications
164 JOHN HAIGH. How large is the support of an ESS?
171 PIERRE BALDI AND YOSEF RINOTT. Asymptotic normality of some graph-related statistics
176 WEN-JANG HUANG. On some characterizations of the Poisson process
182 ENZO ORSINGHER. On the maximum of Gaussian Fourier series emerging in the analysis of

random vibrations
189 P. A. BLIGHT. Time series formed from the superposition of discrete renewal processes
196 LAURENCE A. BAXTER AND SEUNG MIN LEE. Structure functions with finite minimal vector

sets
202 CLAUDE LEFEVRE AND MARIE-PIERRE MALICE. On a system of components with joint

lifetimes distributed as a mixture of independent exponential laws
209 BHASKAR SENGUPTA. A perturbation method for solving some queues with processor sharing

discipline
215 OBITUARY: Some memories of Pat Moran
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